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The issue on capital structure, which is an important part of modern corporate 
theory, is concerned with corporate financing structure, the distribution of profit and 
corporate management. After more than eighty years，scholars have moved their 
concentration from capital structure itself to corporate management, corporate 
performance and corporate value. As capital market in China develops fast in recent 
years, the importance of capital structure becomes prominent and its impact on 
corporate value has raised the attention of scholars. Although it’s not a fresh topic, 
there still exist needs to explore the issue since capital market in China has stepped 
into a maturing stage, especially when lots of events occurred such as the business 
battle between Baoneng and Vanke. 
According to the previous literatures, most scholars put their emphasis on either 
equity structure or liabilities structure instead of both of them. As to the research 
objects, some scholars may study all the listed companies and some may do some 
comparison study based on different ownership properties or different regions， 
instead of different industries. Also, most scholars ignored the possibility of cross 
section dependence caused by common shocks, such as economic fluctuation and 
changes of policies, and the heterogeneity among corporates，which may lead to a 
biased outcome of regression. 
In this paper, we choose data of listed companies in A share market from 2005 to 
2014. We study the capital structure’s impact differences on corporate value based on 
manufacture industry, wholesale and retail industry and industry of electricity, heating 
power, gas and water supply. Equity structure and liabilities have both been taken into 
consideration. As for the regression model, we choose ownership concentration, 
ownership balance, shareholding ratio of institution investors, asset-liability ratio, and 
the ratio of long-term liability as well as ratio of commercial loan as independence 
variables. Initiatively, we set variable of corporate value as the log form of the sum of 
market value of stock rights and market value of liabilities. In the empirical study part, 














industries mentioned above after taking cross-section dependence and heterogeneity 
into consideration, and find that the impact of capital structure on corporate value 
varies from the conclusion drew by previous scholars, and it also varies among 
different industries. At the end of this paper, we give some suggestions about the 
improvement of capital structure to optimize the corporate value based on the 
characteristics of those three industries. 
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现出高速、蓬勃发展的态势。截至 2015 年 12 月 31 日，我国沪深两市上市公司

































































































的变量进行 CIPS 单位根检验，避免了使用传统 ADF 检验可能造成的偏误。同














































































































低，公司价值下降。 Aghion & Bolton（1992）[6]则从剩余价值分配和公司控制
权争夺的角度提出“控制权理论”。至此，股权结构理论框架基本成型。Shleifer & 
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